Lighting4Damonds partners Vijay Paul and Jorge Pascual bring great drive and expertise to
everything they do. They recently took a big step to ensure the company continues to grow and
serves our clients in every possible way. With Jorge’s rich and diverse background which
includes 40 plus years in the custom showcase manufacturing and design business, Jorge has
used his wide range of experience to work with some of the industries top retailers to create
stores that truly represent their brand.
With this varied experience from the entire team in mind, Paul and Pascual decided that in
addition to lighting services, they should also provide their clients custom showcase creation
and in-store design planning. Our warehouse located in the USA, turns out exquisite custom
created showcases and customized lighting solutions. These showcases are made to a client’s
exact specifications. We use Italian made material that is both durable and cost effective and
does not chip, crack nor fade. Our in-store design planning brings our client’s vision to life and
provides them the opportunity to impress their customers as soon as they walk through the
door.
Though we value our original goal of expertly providing lighting solutions that helps to increase
our sales. We are grateful to introduce a new division to the Lighting4Diamonds history with the
addition of these new services. We take great pride in our customer service as well as in our
products and we are always ready to help our clients improve their business and sales.
Here are Lighting4Diamonds we are able to supply and create custom cases for numerous
applications.
Jewelry Display Cases For Retail Merchandising & Theft Prevention
Our high quality cases are hand built in the USA and arrive to you fully assembled. Our
customers appreciate the workmanship and attention to detail in our cases. We often hear from
happy customers whose display cases have been in service for 10, 15, even 20 years.
Whether you need 1 or 100, you can count on getting the highest quality jewelry display case
available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished jewelry cases in a multitude of
sizes, finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you can
imagine. We also provide secure display case features.
Glass on top, front, back, and sides to showcase merchandise from any angle
Available bright energy efficient integrated LED lights make your inventory sparkle.
Available Theft Deterrent glass options deter “Smash and Grab” robberies.
Showcase Glass On The Top, Inventory Storage Below
Our Half-Vision Display cases allow you to attractively show off your premium items under glass
with and adjustable 10” shelf on the top. In the lower section, the storage area is open and
accessed from the back. You can also customize the storage area with secure drawers,
shelves, and cabinet doors.

Our Half Vision Cases can be ordered with a wide variety of options including high-quality LED
light fixtures we custom manufacture to perfectly fit our cases. We also offer full vision display
cases, and extra vision display cases.
We offer a wide variety of options to configure your under-storage area to best fit your needs.
Call us today to build yours.
Full Vision Displays With Multiple Levels of Shelving And Room to Spare for Storage
Our Full Vision Display Cases give you more space to show off your premium merchandise with
two shelves and a smaller space for unseen storage than our Half Vision Cases. These cases
are available with either front opening or rear opening configurations.
Our Full Vision Cases can be ordered with a wide variety of options including high-quality LED
light fixtures we custom manufacture to perfectly fit our cases.
Whether you need 1 or 100, you can count on getting the highest quality full vision display case
available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished cases in a multitude of sizes,
finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you can imagine. We
also offer half vision displays and extra vision displays.
We offer a wide variety of options to configure your under-storage area to best fit your needs.
Call us today to build yours!
High Security Display Case Construction and Lexan Glass Deters “Smash and Grab” Crimes
When you are in the business of retailing high-quality expensive items like jewelry, handbags, or
firearms it’s an unfortunate fact-of-life that there are some bad people in the world who try and
steal other people’s merchandise. Any of our showcases can be manufactured to make
unauthorized access extremely difficult.
We use incredibly strong Lexan Glass which is reinforced to the point that it simply cannot be
smashed with tools as heavy as a full-size sledge hammer. We reinforce the doors, hinges, and
locks to make them pry resistant and nearly impossible to open without a key.
In a “smash and grab” burglary or worse, a robbery when your store is open, seconds count.
When the bad guys figure out how difficult it is to break into a Security Case, they often just
leave. Our security features are often included in our custom jewelry display cases as well as
many other custom showcases and pre-built displays we manufacture.
How Do We Make our High Security Cases Resist Smash and Grab?
High Quality Engineering and Construction
Reinforced Glass
Reinforced Doors
Pry Resistant Locks
Extra Vision Displays With Multiple Levels of Display Space to Maximize Your Merchandising
Footprint
Our Extra Vision Display Cases are all about Merchandising! Every available square inch of the
case can showcase your merchandise, with nothing out of sight of your customers. Extra Vision
Display Cases come with one 8” adjustable glass shelf and a second adjustable glass shelf a bit
deeper at 10”.

These cases give your merchandising team the flexibility to adjust your jewelry, watches,
handbags, or any high-quality merchandise to easily catch your customers eye.
Our Extra Vision Cases can be ordered with a wide variety of options including high-quality LED
light fixtures we custom manufacture to perfectly fit our cases. We also carry full vision displays
and half vision displays.
Whether you need 1 or 100, you can count on getting the highest quality extra vision display
case available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished cases in a multitude of sizes,
finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you can imagine.
Corner Display Cases: Use as A Stand-Alone Case or Connect to Create a Total Merchandising
System
Our Corner Display Cases allow a seamless transition as your customers work their way around
your merchandising island. The corners become a showcase of their own, allowing you to take
advantage of every inch of your retail floor.
Corner Display Cases seamlessly connect with our straight cases so your merchandising
strategy flows from one category to the next. Whether you are looking for a corner case to
integrate into your total store design, or a stand-alone open corner case to take advantage of
unused retail square footage, call us to help design your total merchandising system. Corner
display cases work with the rest of our line to create complete custom merchandising systems.
Tower & Vertical Display Showcases To Feature A Wide Variety of Luxury Items
Our Tower Display Cases help you get the most out of a small footprint of space. We offer
variety of configurations of our Tower Displays to either stand-alone or place on top of a counter
or another display case.
These cases are accessed from a framed or frameless glass door to give your merchandising
team the flexibility to showoff jewelry, watches, clocks, or any other high-quality small items.
Our Tower Display Cases can be ordered with a wide variety of options including high-quality
spot light fixtures we custom manufacture to fit our cases perfectly.
Whether you need 1 or 1000, you can count on getting the highest quality tower display case
available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished cases in a multitude of sizes,
finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you can imagine. We
also build large custom security display showcases.
Put Your Walls To Work With Our Showcases
Our Wall Display Cases are available in a wide variety of configurations for a display and
storage arrangement to fit the unique needs of your store. Our cases feature adjustable glass
shelves with a finished or mirrored back.
The cases come standard with three 10” glass adjustable shelves. Like all of our high-quality
display cases, our wall display cases can be ordered with a wide variety of options including
high-quality LED light fixtures we custom manufacture to fit our cases perfectly.
Whether you need 1 or 101, you can count on getting the highest quality wall display case
available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished cases in a multitude of sizes,

finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you can imagine. An
standard or custom upright display case may also be a great option for you.
Upright Display Showcases: The Workhorse of Our Display Line
Our Upright Display Cases are the perfect balance of quantity and quality. With 4 rows of 12”
deep shelving, you can display more products in the most efficient amount of retail space. Our
upright displays are often used against a wall or in an aisle.
With multiple rows of shelving, our upright display cases can be ordered with a wide variety of
options including high-quality LED light fixtures we custom manufacture to fit our cases
perfectly.
Whether you need 1 or 101, you can count on getting the highest quality upright display case
available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished cases in a multitude of sizes,
finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you can imagine.
Wrap Counters & Register Stands: Complete your Merchandising System with Our Quality
Laminate Fixtures
Our high-quality durable Wrap Counters and Register Stands seamlessly integrate with our
glass display cases to complete your in-store merchandising system. We offer a wide variety of
finishes as well as an infinite combination of shelves, cabinet doors, locks, and drawers.
Whether you need 1 or 101, you can count on getting the highest quality wrap counters and
register stands available. We offer a wide variety of “Dealer Ready” finished stands in a
multitude of sizes, finishes and options, or can build your cases custom in any configuration you
can imagine. Integrates seamlessly into any of our pre-built display systems and custom
merchandising systems.
Flexible and Portable Display Tables to Feature Clearance or Sale Items
Our Display Tables combine the flexibility of folding legs to relocate them anywhere in your
store, or move them outside for a “Sidewalk Sale”.
When not in use, these can be easily stored and stacked for maximum efficiency. Used for
movies, socks, t-shirts, (any type of clothing really), candy bin, great for sales and promotions,
easy & quick set up, easily display loose inventory in a store. Our display tables seamlessly
integrate into all of our pre-built and custom display systems.
CASE OPTIONS:
DOORS
Mirror Doors
Panel Doors
Glass Doors
Framed Doors
Custom Per Quote
LOCKS

Plunger Lock
T-Bolt Lock
Keymatic Lock
Custom Per Quote
LIGHTS
Regulight
Maxum Light
Miniflux LED
Spotlights
FRAMES
Clear Brushed Aluminum
Chrome
Powdercoat
Custom Per Quote
GLASS
Tempered
Safety Laminated
Hurricane Glass
Float
Shatter-Resistant Polycarbonate
Custom Per Quote
STORAGE
1/4” Hardboard Storage Doors
3/4” Hardboard Storage Doors
Drawers
Adjustable Storage Shelves
Custom Per Quote
ELECTRICAL
UL Wired Cabinet
UL Wired Cabinet w/Junction Box
UL Wired Cabinet w/12/3 Cord & Plug
UL Wired Cabinet w/ Twist Lock
UL Wired Cabinet w/Switch

